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Abstract

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to propose drivers that may impact the development of solo

tourism in the near future.

Design/methodology/approach – This paper identifies and briefly examines four key factors that, it is

suggested, will be significant in solo tourism in the near future.

Findings – It is proposed that future solo tourism will be increasingly fragmented based on the desires,

living circumstances and motivations of the individual. A key element will be the level of solitude or

controlled or uncontrolled companionship that the individual desires. Three possible personas of the

future solo tourist are highlighted.

Originality/value – Solo tourism is currently underresearched, and this paper provides a starting point in

looking specifically at the varyingmotivations and behaviours of the solo tourist.
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Introduction

There is an increase in solo lifestyle choices, particularly living alone (Klinenberg, 2012),

with “loner living” being identified as a key global consumer trend for the coming decade

and beyond (Euromonitor, 2019). Reasons for living alone will vary greatly between

individuals and cultures, as well as globally, but can include lower marriage rates, higher

divorce rates and greater employment movement. It may also simply be down to individual

preference. The level of choice will vary considerably, with some individuals seeing it as a

desirable living state, whereas others may have loner living thrust upon them for particular

external, or internal, reasons. With a focus on a single, rather than couple, lifestyle, Budgeon

(2008) notes the importance of choice in validating and embracing singleness. Santos et al.

(2017) concluded that a move towards an individualist society was a global trend, whereas

in her work on city living, Tonkiss (2003) refers to the concept of indifference of a community

and the individual solitude of shared urban living.

However, the continued growth of living alone only provides a degree of insight into the

wider concept of solitude and how this may impact as a trend within tourism. Simply living

alone does not mean that one experiences, or indeed seeks, solitude within their lifestyle.

An individual living alone may have a degree of intensive social interaction within other

areas of their personal and work lives. Alternatively, someone who lives in a household with

other family or friends may experience a high level of solitude in other ways, such as in their

choices of leisure pursuits.

Individuals can experience times of solitude in other aspects of their life, including work,

leisure activities and commuting. This is even before we explore how use of digital

communication and online activity impacts our level of solitude or social interaction. It can

be argued that it is impossible to experience solitude if engaged in online activity, even if
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physically alone. Velleman (2013) posits that enjoying solitude involves having awareness of

enjoying one’s own company. Conscious effort to entertain oneself by keeping busy actually

is a distraction from solitude. In this argument, an individual in physical isolation cannot be

said to being experiencing solitude if they are actively engaged in any activity. The final key

consideration within this mix is the level of choice for solitude. A person may seek out a

regular period every day for solitude, and another may crave the briefest moment of

meaningful social interaction.

MINTEL (2018) recognise the need to segment solo tourists in terms of those individuals

who go on holiday alone and those who may travel alone but with the set intention of joining

others such as on a tour group. There also exists the potential for an individual to meet other

solo tourists online to arrange to meet while on holiday – either for the duration or for agreed

periods within the holiday. The backpacker is a well-established tourist type, who often sets

out as a solo tourist; but an important factor is the aim to meet many other like-minded

travellers (Murphy, 2001). There is also the solo tourist who desires little, if any, interaction

with anyone else during their holiday. The experience will depend to a large degree on the

level of solitude or controlled (or uncontrolled) companionship which the individual desires.

This all indicates that the solo tourist now, and of the future, can increasingly be defined by

their own individual tourism needs, motivations and behaviours that can differ greatly from

one solo tourist to another. This paper suggests that the “type” of solo tourist may be heavily

dependent on the four specific drivers discussed here:

1. the search for solitude;

2. the search for social interaction;

3. lessening of the solitary stigma; and

4. the digital anchor to others.

The search for solitude

It can be expected that our lifestyles will become increasingly busy in coming years. For

many, the overlap between working and leisure hours is becoming more pronounced to

such a degree that many employers are concerned over well-being of employees. For wider

economic and social reasons, there have been significant changes to living situations with a

variety of “home-share” arrangements more evident. This involves shared living with family,

friends or others. In terms of desire for solitude, this paper agrees with the view that solitude

does not necessarily require a state of physical isolation but can be experienced when one

is in the presence of others but unobserved (Long and Averill, 2003; Detrixhe et al., 2014).

Depending on the individual, their personal motivations, the context and the level of choice,

solitude may be a positive or negative experience, with Averill and Sundararajan (2014)

stating the importance of choice by defining unwanted isolation as pseudo-solitude, while

authentic solitude is achieved through personal choice.

The search for social interaction

There is a growing awareness of loneliness, which has been described as an “epidemic”

(Smith, 2018), indicating clear medical concerns directly linked to this issue. A distinction

must be made between loneliness and solitude, (Goodwin and Lockshin, 1992), with the

former being negative and indicating a lack of choice in being alone, whereas the latter

indicates a positive or negative state, depending on factors including context and level of

personal choice. It is suggested that solo tourism allows the individual to take greater

control over their social interaction in terms of who they spend time with, to what extent and

even to play with their own identity through their interactions with others.
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Lessening of the solitary stigma

The concept of the “public gaze” suggests the subjective nature of how we feel others see

us. Eating in a public space alone for example invites the gaze, and perceived judgement,

of others. We make decisions in our behaviour that to some degree take account of this

gaze. It is one thing to eat a sandwich in a café alone – quite another to book a table for one

in a romantic restaurant on Valentine’s Day. An individual may be reluctant to partake in a

solitary activity if it was public, and they ran the perceived risk of being observed and

judged (Ratner and Hamilton, 2015). However, DePaulo (2015) argues this concern of

being negatively judged partaking in a solo activity publicly is unwarranted. It is suggested

that the future solo tourist will have less concern over judgement from the public gaze,

which will impact on their decision making and behaviour. This perhaps depends on what

extent society as a whole moves towards becoming more or less judgemental about lifestyle

choices in the near future.

The digital anchor to others

A significant driver to recent growth in solo tourism has been the ubiquitous use of online

communication (Paris, 2012), which has made the prospect of solo tourism less daunting for

many due to the sheer amount of advice, reviews and other forms of digital support

available from a range of online communities and services (White and White, 2007).

Enjoying holidays with others, such as friends, family or co-members of a tour group is

popular as the norm for many reasons. Others provide company, a sense of security, a

sharer of experiences as well as serving a range of other purposes. The solo tourist

potentially has nobody to fulfil these roles. However, we know that simply is not true. Our

friends (and therefore their company, advice and ability to share in our experiences) are

with us virtually in many ways. We are never alone. Even when out for our Valentine’s dinner

for one, our friends are only a quick message, video call or supporting emoji away. This

potential crutch makes it easier to take on new solo experiences, may it be to join an

evening class alone, to take a 5-hour solo train journey or to undertake a day long solo walk.

All of these pursuits can prove enjoyable with no interaction with friends, but the knowledge

that such interaction is available – digitally – may make the experience easier to take on and

lead to less anxiety during the class, journey or walk.

The future of solo tourism

This paper does not intend to make recommendations nor suggest implications for tourism

stakeholders. Rather, it aims to move discussion of solo tourism beyond its current limited

focus. It is suggested that there will be a continual growth in solo tourism. However, the

drivers discussed here indicate that the nature of, and reasons for, solo tourism

experiences will greatly depend on the wider social circumstances and personal needs of

the individual. To a large degree it will depend on the level of solitude or controlled (or

uncontrolled) companionship that one desires from the experience. The key premise of the

ideas presented here is that “solo tourism” as a concept will continue to fragment. The

individual motivations, behaviour and experience of the solo tourist will depend on a range

of internal and external factors. It is suggested that the four drivers identified here will be of

particular significance. To conclude, the following descriptions outline three possible future

solo tourist personas of 2025 – each of whom are seeking different experiences as a solo

tourist, but all dependent to some degree on some of the drivers discussed above:

� Nineteen-year-old Sophie has embarked reluctantly on a gap year travelling around

South East Asia and Australia. She knows it should be “character building”, but she

misses her friends and struggles to meet new people, as she is somewhat shy. Initially,

she spent hours every day speaking to friends at home in Scotland via digital platforms.

However, recently she has relied less on this, although she finds it a great comfort that
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she is never truly “alone”. Although she has started to meet fellow backpackers, often she

feels little in common with some people she meets. She enjoys the company, and she is

becoming more confident; however she sometimes quietly walks off, unfollows new

acquaintances online or simply does not keep to agreed arrangements to meet. She is

aware that she is in control of who she spends time with and how, which would not be

possible if she was travelling with a group of her established friends.

� Forty-eight-year-old Graeme is married, with two teenage children and a demanding

job. This year he has decided to take a 3-day solo holiday to Porto. Beyond checking in

with his family each evening for a quick online video chat, he barely speaks to anyone

other than to order a glass of wine or food. He walks, he sits and watches, and he

daydreams. He does not even open his newly purchased book until at the airport for his

flight home. There was a brief moment of self-conciseness when he walked into a

recommended restaurant for dinner to be faced with many couples and larger laughing

groups enjoying their Saturday night. However, dotted throughout the restaurant were

several other contented solo diners. Once seated, it was clear nobody was giving

Graeme a first thought or a second glance. He returns home recharged to hugs and

realises he has experienced real solitude for the first time in many years. Excited now

for the joys and challenges of both work and family life, he is thinking Gdansk or Riga

next year.

� Thirty–three-year old Steven is enjoying his 10-day escorted group tour in Djibouti, his

14th such trip. Such holidays have allowed him to experience countries throughout the

world – including Antarctica. However, the main reason he joins the tours is for the

opportunity to meet new people. He is proud to have friends from all over the world,

who he has met throughout his travels. At home, Steven has an enjoyable job and a

small close network of friends. He is happily single and lives alone, and although he

would be happy to meet a partner, this is difficult due to the small town he now lives in.

He does hope that love lies ahead in one of his group holidays, but until then, he enjoys

and looks forward to the friendships and close social interaction he experiences every

single time.
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